StressDB: A locally installable web-based relational microarray database designed for small user communities
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Abstract

We have built a microarray database, StressDB, for management of microarray data from our studies on stress-modulated genes in Arabidopsis. StressDB provides small user groups with a locally installable web-based relational microarray database. It has a simple and intuitive architecture and has been designed for cDNA microarray technology users. StressDB uses Windows® 2000 as the centralized database server with Oracle® 8i as the relational database management system. It allows users to manage microarray data and data-related biological information over the Internet using a web browser. The source-code is currently available on request from the authors and will soon be made freely available for downloading from our website at http://arastressdb.cac.psu.edu. Copyright © 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction

DNA microarray technology is rapidly increasing in popularity for measuring the transcript levels of many genes simultaneously. The large amounts of data generated by microarray experiments have created new demands for data management and analysis tools. Flat-files and spreadsheets are no longer capable of handling the volume of data that is being generated or making the detailed queries users require, necessitating the use of relational database management systems. On the basis of the size and specificity of the audience they cater to, microarray databases can be divided into three categories. Arranged in the decreasing order of audience size and increasing order of audience specificity are (i) those available for public data submission (Gene Expression Omnibus at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI): http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo); Array Express at the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI): http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/), (ii) those that have been implemented within an institution and are available for public query (Stanford Microarray Database (SMD) at Stanford University: http://www.dnachip.org/; Sherlock et al., 2001; ChipDB at the Whitehead Institute at MIT: http://young39.wi.mit.edu/chipdb_public/; Gene Expression Database (GXD) at the Jackson Laboratory: http://www.informatics.jax.org/; RNA Abundance Database (RAD) at University of Pennsylvania: http://www.cbil.upenn.edu/RAD2/) and (iii) those that have been designed for local installation by individual groups (Another Microarray Database (AMAD) at Stanford/Berkeley/UCSF: http://www.microarrays.org/index.html and GeneX at NCGR: http://genex.ncgr.org/; Mangalam et al., 2001).

Public microarray repositories, like Array Express at EBI and GEO at NCBI, are designed with the highest degree of flexibility for microarray gene-expression data storage from different organisms subjected to a variety of treatments. Since the microarray data may be collected using different microarray technologies, the database needs to be structured to accommodate raw and processed data in a way that is independent of the underlying technology. Microarray databases implemented on an institutional or laboratory scale are specialized
to meet the needs of a specific user community. Institutional microarray databases more or less closely resemble the public repositories depending upon the breadth of the database users, determined by the variety of organisms under study, the microarray technologies used, and data analysis and query features used by the investigators. For example, although SMD, which is currently the largest institutional database, resembles public repositories in its capability to store microarray data from many users and multiple organisms, it is microarray technology-specific and handles only 2-channel glass slide microarray data.

The database community may be sub-divided into groups of specialized users with similar needs in terms of organisms of interest, gene-related information content, microarray experiment-related information content, data query and analysis features and the use of a single microarray technology. Locally installable databases designed for such user groups differ from public and institutional databases in two ways. First, they have a simpler, albeit more specialized backend architecture, which allows for a simpler application-programming interface (API). The result is a simpler database for a specific user community that is both easier to manage and easier to use. Second, their backend structure permits more detailed queries. Because the user group is small, these databases can include tables with more specific data columns/fields to permit more detailed queries better tailored to the needs of the users. Storage of microarray data from a large user community within a single database is made possible at the cost of abstraction of the information content available for query. However, data abstraction comes at the cost of a lower query resolution. For example, the details on how reference and treated samples are generated, including the type of tissue, the developmental stage, the treatment, and the quality of the RNA sample, are likely to be stored in a single field (such as 'sample_description') in a public or institutional database, rather than in separate fields. This structure allows the storage of details on the generation of samples from any source and any sample treatment. Because the level of resolution of a database query is limited to the resolution of the fields of the table, storing sample information in single field permits comparing the 'sample_description' field across experiments, but precludes stringent queries based upon information contained within the field. If the information on sample generation were stored in multiple fields, it would be possible to search across experiments based on those fields. Data abstraction would permit the storage of experimental details in a manner that is independent of the 'details' of the information, which is an important consideration for public and institutional databases but not for databases that cater to specialized user groups.

The locally installable microarray databases that exist currently include AMAD, GeneX, maxdSQL (http://bioinf.manchester.ac.uk/microarray/maxd/maxdSQL/), GeneDirector (http://www.biodiscovery.com/) and GeNet (http://www.csa.ru/Lnst/gorb_dep/labios/genet/genet.htm). MaxdSQL and GeneX have been designed for local installation on a public or an institutional scale. MaxdSQL is the ANSI SQL 92 compliant, relational database management system (rdbms)-independent SQL script for a database backend, based on the Array Express database schema. The Array Express schema is designed for a public repository. Its microarray technology-independent schema and emphasis on data abstraction for housing information from varied sources and treatments are similar to those of a well-designed public repository. Hence maxdSQL is not well suited for small user groups. The architecture of GeneX resembles that of Array Express and is similarly not well suited for a small user community. AMAD is a platform independent flat-file database for analyzing microarray data that seamlessly integrates with data analysis software such as Cluster and Treeview. While it is more appropriate for a small user group, AMAD's flat-file architecture limits its data querying capabilities and precludes associating biological information with microarray data. The commercial microarray databases available for local installation, GeneDirector and GeNet, are proprietary and their internal structure is not available for public scrutiny.

Because local databases are meant to meet the needs of a specific microarray user group, it is unlikely that a single microarray database architecture will meet the needs of all user groups because the very size and complexity of such an architecture will be a liability for any single user group. Thus the availability of a variety of specialized, yet easily customized local microarray databases, is likely to best serve the needs of the research community. As various flavors of microarray databases become freely available, making one's own will involve taking the closest template database already freely available, one that meets personal user needs and
resource limitations, and customizing it to meet specific needs.

To meet the data management needs of our lab, we built StressDB (http://arastressdb.cac.psu.edu), a relational database that allows us to store cDNA microarray data and related biological information on plant stress-modulated genes in *Arabidopsis thaliana*. StressDB has a simple relational schema that is better suited for our specialized user group than the schemas of the existing locally installable databases. The relational schema can support detailed queries across experiments based upon specific experimental conditions, sample conditions, spot/gene-related information and experimental data. Despite the fact that the Windows platform is the most widely used among biologists, the microarray database community has largely ignored it from a centralized server standpoint. While databases have been designed for XWindows-based platforms like Linux (GeneX) and SQL scripts for bases have been designed for XWindows-based microarray database community has largely ignored it from a centralized server standpoint. While databases have been designed for XWindows-based platforms like Linux (GeneX) and SQL scripts for the database schema for maxdSQL are portable across RDBMSs that can run on Windows (GeneX) and SQL scripts for platforms like Linux (GeneX) and SQL scripts for bases have been designed for XWindows-based microarray database community has largely ignored it from a centralized server standpoint. While databases have been designed for XWindows-based platforms like Linux (GeneX) and SQL scripts for bases have been designed for XWindows-based microarray database community has largely ignored it from a centralized server standpoint. While databases have been designed for XWindows-based platforms like Linux (GeneX) and SQL. Hence, we built StressDB with Oracle 8i as its database management system (http://www.oracle.com/). We are using a Dell XPS T700r machine with Windows NT workstation (http://www.microsoft.com) as our operating system and are running Apache 1.3.12 (http://apache.org/) as our web server. Scripts are written in Perl (http://www.perl.com/). In addition we are using the database interface (DBI) (http://search.cpan.org/search?module=DBI), the common gateway interface (CGI) (http://stein.cshl.org/WWW/software/CGI) and the graphical display (GD) (http://stein.cshl.org/WWW/software/GD) modules to make all the connectivities. We have obtained a license for using Xcluster and related programs from the original authors (Sherlock et al., 2001; http://genome-www.stanford.edu/~sherlock/cluster.html).

Database architecture and implementation

Database backend

The backend structure is relational and has been designed for the storage of biological information about the cDNAs spotted on glass slides, details on the experiments including probe generation and hybridization, microarray images and both raw and user-normalized experimental data. Information about each experiment is stored in four database tables: the experiment_set, experiment, experiment_data and rna_sample tables (Figure 1). At the top of the hierarchy is the experiment_set table, each entity in which is linked to one or more entities in the experiment table. The experiment_set table contains the common information of a group of experiments that logically belong together, for example a group of experiments that are part of a time series. The table contains information on the hybridization conditions of the experiments and links to the print job and author tables. A single row in the experiment table, an experiment, is linked to as many rows in the experiment_data table as the spots on the microarray chip used to perform the experiment. Thus, the smallest unit of experimental information, a single spot on a chip, can be tracked for any given experiment stored in

Current MIAME v1.0 standards (http://www.mged.org/Annotations-wg).
the database. Each entity in an experiment table is also linked to 2 entities in the rna_sample table corresponding to the two channels. The experiment table also contains a description column and a link to the overlay image for the experiment. The rna_sample table contains all the details that are recorded by the experimenters about treatment conditions of the specimen from which RNA was isolated. The rna_sample, experiment_set and experiment tables contain all the information about a single experiment stored in a manner that allows queries involving specific experimental conditions. The experiment information is linked to the array information such as the microarray print job and detailed array layout information. Each of the entities in the experiment data table, the spots on the chip, is also linked to the relevant biological information (Figure 1) on the spot table. A detailed schema showing all the attributes of the tables can be found at our website (http://arastressdb.cac.psu.edu).

Application programming interface (API)
The application-programming layer (middleware) enables the backend to communicate with the front end. It has been written in Perl and communicates with the database using the DBI module and with the browser using the CGI and GD modules. User authentication, web-based or direct loading of data by the users into the database, data normalization and processing of the front-end queries from users are all part of the middleware and have been written in Perl with embeddedSQL database queries.

Query interface
We are using an Apache web server. Since most of the scripts are generated dynamically or on the fly, the front end is tightly integrated with the middleware and has been written in Perl and dynamic HTML. The front end allows privileged users to load their microarray data over the web. The database has private and public domains visible to the database users and the public, respectively. Depending upon viewer privileges, a different set of experiments will be displayed to the browser. Data will be made accessible to the public at the discretion of the user or upon publication. Detailed query pages allow users to retrieve specific information from one or more experiments, cluster genes and experiments, re-normalize raw data using one of the available normalization methods or a user defined normalization factor and perform some statistical analyses on the data. Figure 2 shows a user’s personal page displaying all the experiments loaded by the user into the database in a tabular form. This page gets dynamically updated as soon as the user loads data into the database. Each row of the table describes an experiment briefly. Each row contains links to detailed information about the experimental conditions, RNA samples, raw and processed gene-expression data and microarray printing. This page also takes the user to the data analysis forms for gene clustering.

Data analysis

Data loading
Registered users can upload data, related experimental information and images directly into the database over the Internet using a web browser.
Data normalization is performed at the time of data loading and both the raw and normalized data are stored in the database. The three most common normalization methods, spiking control, housekeeping genes and whole genome methods (Hegde et al., 2000) have been incorporated into the database and can be selected at the time of data upload. Users can also specify their own normalization factors.

Gene clustering
Cluster analysis is commonly used to reveal similarities among gene expression profiles. Among the commonly used clustering algorithms are hierarchical clustering (Eisen et al., 1998), k-means (Tavazoie et al., 1999) singular value decomposition or SVD (Holter et al., 2000) and self-organizing maps or SOMs (Tamayo, et al., 1999). StressDB uses Xcluster and related programs (Sherlock et al., 2001) to allow both genes and experiments to be clustered using hierarchical clustering and SOMs. Images are dynamically generated and displayed to the browser using the GD module (Figure 3).

Clone search
Our cDNA microarrays comprise of Arabidopsis thaliana ESTs. We retrieve information about these clones from public databases (TAIR: http://www.arabidopsis.org/, Huala et al., 2001 and GenBank: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank). The information retrieved is parsed and stored in the Spot table (Figure 1). StressDB permits clone information to be retrieved by clone name, stress library name and clone sequence. We have installed NCBI’s blast server (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/) and allow users to carry out BLAST and MEGA-BLAST searches against our clones. The clones are linked to external databases that can provide more information about them.

Future directions
We are packaging our database scripts for installation by other labs (upon the receipt of appropriate licenses for the required software from the respective companies). Scripts will be open source and...
available for downloading from our website. Xcluster needs to be licensed from the original authors. Currently, the gene information in our database is limited to information retrieved from external databases that gets parsed and stored in our database. Associating information from literature on the genes represented on the microarrays with the gene expression data is an important and challenging problem. Besides being able to efficiently manage microarray data, we are working towards making more effective connections between expression data of the spotted genes and the biological information known about them. We are committed to meeting the evolving community standards. StressDB is compliant with MIAME v 1.0 standards. NetGenics (http://www.netgenics.com/software.html), the microarray gene expression database group (MGED) at the EBI (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/microarray/MGED/), and Rosetta Inpharmatics (http://www.rii.com/) are among the key players in the development of standards for the microarray community and are currently jointly working towards such standards. In the coming years we have been assured of stable data annotation tools which will make it easier to implement these standards. StressDB will continue to evolve to comply with community standards and be compatible with public repositories for easy data transfer after publication.
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